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In the MeToo Era, Lateral Candidates
Are Going Under the Microscope
By Scott Flaherty

W

hen assessing a prospective lateral partner candidate, those in charge
of hiring at a law firm tend to consider a few common factors—ongoing work and client relationships and
whether the candidate’s personality
and approach will fit within the
firm’s culture. But these days, in light
of the MeToo movement that has
called attention to workplace sexual
harassment and misconduct, there
are a few more questions that hiring
partners might want answered before
inviting a lateral on board, according
to industry experts.
The lateral hiring landscape, as it
traditionally operates, doesn’t always
allow for the kind of vetting that
might uncover a potential problem.
“Law firms are beginning to take
MeToo seriously. And they are very
cognizant of the fact that they have
both internal and external stakeholders that are very concerned about the
issues that exist inside law firms and
professional services firms,” says
Michael Ellenhorn, co-founder and
general counsel of Decipher, a
human resources and market

intelligence business focused on the
legal industry.
The issues facing law firms in the
MeToo era are not just academic. In
the recent past, several reports have
emerged about lawyers who switched
firms, only to be dogged by sexual
misconduct allegations soon after.
James Tanenbaum, a capital markets lawyer, resigned from Mayer
Brown last year, about a week after
he joined the firm from Morrison &
Foerster. His resignation came amid
reports that Morrison & Foerster
had investigated allegations of sexual
misconduct made against him.
Tanenbaum has forcefully denied
accusations that he acted inappropriately toward female colleagues.
While Tanenbaum and others like
him might make headlines, it’s
unclear how common it is for a lateral hire to leave a new firm in the
wake of a harassment or misconduct
allegation. According to a recent survey of 50 firms by ALM Intelligence,
8 percent of respondents said that
within the past five years they have
had a lateral hire leave the firm
because of actions the firm thought
were unethical. A larger number, 40
percent, said they had lateral hires
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The hiring process now involves an extra layer of risk—and requires
an extra layer of scrutiny.

leave because of “behavioral issues”
involving staff or junior lawyers at
the firm.
Industry observers say even a single instance of mishandled misconduct could damage a firm, specifically
when it comes to its reputation
among prospective partner hires and
others in the market. But even as
firms have quickly recognized the
risk of bringing on a lateral hire with
a history of inappropriate behavior,
they haven’t yet learned how to root
out those issues in the hiring process.
“This is hitting them so fast,”
Ellenhorn says. “They’re trying to
navigate this in the best way they
can.”
Hiring lateral partners is a critical
way for firms to grow practice areas
or expand geographically, and a new

hire can bring business in the form of
client relationships that open up
work opportunities for lawyers
throughout the firm. But adding a
lateral partner is a risky endeavor,
with so much that can go wrong,
according to industry experts.
“In the professional liability space
there has been, for a long time, a
conventional wisdom that laterals
present significant risk,” says Dan
Donnelly, head of claims at ALAS, a
malpractice insurer to large law
firms. He cautions, however, against
making too sweeping a conclusion—
at least in the context of professional
liability insurance costs—from that
conventional wisdom. “It’s one of
those things that is on the radar as a
problem, but I would say statistically
it hasn’t borne out to be any kind of
crazy problem.”
In one common failed lateral scenario, either a partner or a legal
recruiter might inflate the size of the
business the lawyer can realistically
bring to a new firm. Or perhaps the
lawyer has a pending malpractice
claim related to previous work, or
maybe they’re just a chore to work
alongside, with a tendency to put off
fellow employees. In the ALM Intelligence survey, those types of issues
stand out as key reasons for a lateral
partner to leave. Ninety-two percent
of firms said they have had a lateral
leave within the past five years
because he or she failed to bring the
expected book of business, while 80
percent of firms pointed to an inability to form new client relationships as
an issue that drove away laterals.
Seventy-four percent of surveyed
firms said they have had laterals leave
because of issues fitting in with other
partners.
Ellenhorn and Decipher cofounder Howard Rosenberg break

lateral hiring
risk into four
categories that
tend to overlap:
legal risks, such
as conflicts or
malpractice
claims; business
risks, such as an
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tural risk, in
which a lateral doesn’t fit within the
new firm’s work culture; and reputational risks, in which issues with a
lateral hire are effectively imputed
onto the firm where he or she has
landed. A potential MeToo scandal
implicates all four types of risk.
In light of those risks, law firms are
thinking about how they might vet
potential hires. Asked by ALM Intelligence about their efforts to complete due diligence on potential hires,
86 percent of the survey respondents
said they’d like more information
related to candidates’ relationships
with co-workers.
Despite firms’ desire for greater
clarity and transparency on a lateral
partner’s track record at a prior firm,
the issues that derail lateral hires are
often difficult to discover in due diligence. In part, vetting laterals is a
challenge because of the same competitive forces that drive firms into
the market in the first place.
Natasha Innocenti, a longtime Bay
Area recruiter and partner at Mlegal
Group Inc., explains that while hiring law firms can ask potential laterals a wide range of questions, there’s
a limit to the information they can
realistically obtain before offering
someone a position. Asking past colleagues or clients for insight on a
candidate, for instance, might end up
tipping off a rival that the firm is

looking to bulk up in a given area.
Raising questions about past conduct directly with a candidate,
through a lateral partner questionnaire or some other process, isn’t a
perfect solution, either.
“The only way you can diligence
this in a lateral context is asking the
person if they’ve ever been accused
of harassment,” Innocenti says.
But as she and
other industry
players point out,
that kind of question
doesn’t
accomplish much
in the way of
outside, independent
vetting,
because the firm Natasha Innocenti,
is relying on a Partner at Mlegal
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lateral candidate
to come clean about a topic that may
seriously impact their job prospects.
A similar problem arises with respect
to reference checks—typically, candidates list professional references who
would give a prospective law firm a
positive impression.
“It’s a tricky thing,” Innocenti
says. “It’s something you want to
contain and deal with in a private
way. It’s really difficult to use referencing to diligence this.”
The ALM Intelligence survey
illustrates how these complications
have played out at firms. While an
overwhelming majority (90 percent)
of the survey respondents said they
always perform client conflict checks
and look up a candidate’s bar disciplinary record, the response was less
robust when it came to discussing
the candidate with clients, former
colleagues or even the person’s professional references. Only about a
quarter of firms said they always
check a candidate’s professional

references, and 62 percent said they
sometimes do.
Even in the face of vetting obstacles, those knowledgeable about the
legal hiring landscape say firms are
not simply ignoring the MeToo
movement. More than that, they
can’t afford to.
As Decipher’s Rosenberg explains,
questions about a firm’s handling of
sexual harassment and misconduct,
and broader concerns about gender
equity, are growing more common
as lateral partners consider new
homes for their practices. “The
stakes are just getting higher and
higher, because it’s affecting recruitment, full stop,” he says.
Innocenti has a similar take on the
movement’s effect on lateral hiring.
More and more lawyers with whom
she works want detailed information
on a potential firm’s treatment of
women, both in terms of addressing
harassment and misconduct issues
and in terms of paying women equally
and committing to gender diversity
among the firm’s leadership, she says.
“I do have candidates ask me all
the time—men and women—is this
firm good for women?” Innocenti
says. “That is a difference maker.”
With MeToo calling attention to
bad actors and affecting the

reputations of their employers,
firms face a greater pressure now to
demonstrate they are attuned to
gender inequality and harassment
issues and that they’re taking real
action to address any problems.
Still, as Innocenti and others note,
firms face a quandary: It’s difficult
to vet lateral candidates in a way
that would sniff out a potential
harassment or misconduct claim
while keeping the inquiry discreet
so rival firms don’t learn that a
partner is shopping around for a
new home.
In her view, then, the solutions to
gender inequity and sexual misconduct in the workplace likely won’t
be found through the lateral hiring
process. Instead, those firms that do
more to promote women into leadership and put into place meaningful policies for reporting and
dealing with harassment will find
themselves ahead of their peers.
“The longer-term route of dealing with this is the better one—that
firms are putting in place real policies that enable victims or accusers
to know where to go to get assurances that they won’t get retaliated
against, they won’t face punishment,” Innocenti says. “Firms that
have a lot of women in manage-

ment are less likely to have an
endemic MeToo problem. The culture will be impacted by that, as
well, because it’s not going to be
tolerated.”
But Innocenti also notes that when
it comes to lateral hiring, virtually
all of the risk—whether that’s the
risk of a MeToo issue or a more
standard risk, such as a smallerthan-promised book of business—
stems from whether and to
what extent the firm can perform
due diligence. So, she says, even
with all the vetting difficulties firms
might face, it’s a safe to bet that they
will do what they can to stop a
harassment claim from walking in
the door in the form of a lateral hire.
“Firms will increasingly be asking
about harassment claims in their
lateral partner forms,” she says. “It’s
a tricky thing, but it’s something
you want to contain and deal with
in a private way.”
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